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Abstract
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Introduction

Contemporary mathematics students enjoy immediate access to varied sources of information outside the classroom. They can look up vocabulary terms on Wikipedia, find context for a statistics problem by accessing governmental data sets directly, and track down discussions of test problems on various Q&A websites. While mathematics instruction has historically been focused on sequestered problem-solving (Bransford & Schwartz 1999), or the ability to solve problems without any outside aid, students will more realistically encounter quantitative claims embedded in an information environment filled with social and technological tools they can use to help them evaluate and synthesize claims. The type of problem-solving most efficacious for these types of situations can be practiced through the use of information-based problems (Walraven et al. 2008) or those problems that require “students to identify information needs, locate corresponding information sources, extract and organize relevant information from each source, and synthesize information from a variety of sources” (Walraven et al. 2008, 623). Erickson (2016) argues that the use of information-based problems is not just preferable, but that it is also necessary if mathematics instruction is to help prepare students for the quantitative arguments that they may expect to encounter in their everyday lives (Paulos 1988; NCED 2001). However, there have been very few studies of what transpires in STEM classrooms when teachers introduce such problems and there have been no studies that take place in the context of a mathematics classroom.

This paper presents a cross-case analysis (Stake 2013) of three different undergraduate mathematics teachers who worked with their students on statistics-focused tasks that require the students to seek out, evaluate, and make use of information that they find online. The use of information-based problems has been studied in the context of science education (Hoffman et al. 2003; Wiley et al. 2009) and history education (Britt & Aglinskas 2002). However, those studies reported on experiments that took place apart from classroom instruction, and therefore those who crafted the activities did not need to concern themselves with the obligations entailed in classroom instruction (Herbst & Chazan 2012), such as the need to respect institutional time constraints and address the content required by the discipline. Accordingly, the present study is unique for two reasons: a) it focuses on the discipline of mathematics, and (b) the tasks were incorporated into ongoing courses. The analysis of the design and implementation of these information problem-solving mathematics tasks provides a window into the balance teachers must strike between the teaching of mathematical content and the teaching of information literacy practices. In particular, the analysis addresses the following research questions:
• What are possible roles for mathematical content in an information-based problem that has been introduced into a quantitative literacy-focused mathematics class?

• What tensions do mathematics teachers have to navigate when balancing information problem-solving and quantitative literacy learning goals?

**Theoretical Framework**

**Quantitative Literacy and Statistical Literacy**

A basic facility with numbers, the ability to interpret and employ mathematical formulas, a sense of confidence and efficacy when confronted with mathematical arguments: these are all broadly used, if partial, definitions of quantitative literacy (Steen 2001; Cullinane & Treisman 2010; Wilkins 2010; Watson 2013). In practice, the type of mathematics most often associated with the quantitative literacy construct (Steen 2004) could be characterized as financial mathematics (e.g., the formulas necessary to calculate interest or equal payments over time) or other data-driven mathematical approaches (e.g., estimators produced by scientific polls, measures of correlation and statistical significance that accompany the reporting of scientific findings, basic probability theory employed to understand relative risk in the context of health care or gambling). While the present project is not intended to define which mathematical content best supports quantitative literacy, it is the case that the three instructors with whom I collaborated decided to focus on statistics-related content. As such, it will be worthwhile to look more closely at how statistical literacy has been defined.

Iddo Gal proposed most widely adopted statistical literacy model (2002). In presenting this model, he characterizes students as interacting with data in two distinct ways. First, in *reading contexts* students operate as *data consumers* who are confronted with the statistical analysis of data in the form of text, tables, and diagrams. These interactions leverage the individual’s existing quantitative literacy whether they are passively consuming the information or intend to make use of the information for their own purposes. Alternatively, students may find themselves in *enquiry contexts* where they take on the role of *data producer* or *data analyzer*. In these cases, they will actually work to collect, analyze, and/or disseminate statistical information. Gal (2002) argues that the literacy skills required for the successful navigation of reading contexts versus enquiry contexts are related but also very distinct. It should be further emphasized that the development of quantitative or statistical literacy has little to do with the development of mathematicians given that the bulk of students will most likely be working as scientists or technicians in a variety of fields, with the field of mathematics as only one among many possible outcomes.
Reading contexts refers to those situations where we encounter quantitative claims made by others. The quantitative literacy required for reading contexts differs from enquiry contexts because the merits of such claims cannot be based solely on an individual’s analysis of the argument at hand. Rather, they are vetted through peer review and confirmed (or contested) through follow-up studies, which are also reviewed by those who work in the same field (Norris 1995; Popper 2014). This perspective imposes limits on the efficacy of quantitative literacy in evaluating quantitative claims but does not completely eliminate its importance. For example, quantitative literacy may be more necessary in order to understand the import of a quantitative claim in the first place. Further, following arguments made by Norris (1995) and Keil (2010) about science literacy, if we broadly conceptualize quantitative literacy to include knowledge of the structures through which quantitative claims are generated, validated, and disseminated, then one can say that a student with such understanding will be better equipped to decide when quantitative claims ought to be granted authority and to what extent they require further corroboration and sourcing. The natural pedagogical question is whether there are tasks that will help students practice such skills.

Information-Based Problems in the Mathematics Classroom

While curriculum developers have developed activities that superficially appear to position students as data consumers, the framing of such tasks may fail to prepare students for the actual work associated with successful navigation of reading contexts. In order to support this claim, we will look at a task intended to help develop students’ quantitative literacy. In Diefenderfer’s (2009) Case Studies for Quantitative Reasoning, students are given an editorial in which the author argues that federal guidelines on fuel efficiency will end up costing the country more money than it will save. They are then asked to read the editorial and are provided with several guiding questions that encourage them to analyze a quantitative claim contained in the article. This activity provides students with an opportunity to create a linear equation to model fuel savings over time, practice calculating compound interest, and to consider which mathematical model is most appropriate for confirming the claims made in the article. All of this work, however, is directed toward evaluating the author’s claims based on the premises set forth in the article without consideration of the manner in which such claims are actually validated as part of the scientific process. Specifically, most people reading such a claim are not in a position to know what they do not know about the topic in question.

We first note (see Fig. 1) that the truth of any quantitative claim is not determined by the author who happens to be presenting the claim. Rather, its validity is established by the relevant epistemic community (Haas 1992) which
can be defined as those who possess the expertise to rule on the truth of the claim. In other words, students would need to seek out and make use of the knowledge of others (Norris 1995; Erickson 2016; Kahan et al. 2017) by finding experts on whom they have good reason to rely. The problem as originally stated does not afford students an opportunity to engage in this practice. They are not asked to seek out and evaluate those sources of information that might either corroborate or challenge the argument found in the editorial. An information-based problem (Walraven et al. 2008), however, requires that the student seek out and evaluate sources outside the classroom. They must “identify information needs, locate corresponding information sources, extract and organize relevant information from each source, and synthesize information” (Walraven et al. 2008, 623) in a process called information-problem solving. That is why the present study focuses on how mathematics teachers and their students handle the introduction of information-based problems to their classrooms, and on whether and how these problems afford opportunities for the use of content knowledge.

![Figure 1. Relationship between Editorial, Claim, and Epistemic Community](image)

**Information-Based Problems and Content Knowledge**

Information-based problems require students to seek information that they do not already possess. In their introduction to a special issue of the journal *Learning and Instruction* devoted to this topic, Brand-Gruwel and Stadtler (2011) explain that “due to the growing specialization in all scientific areas there is a large number of (everyday) problems for which knowledge is necessary that exceeds...
what an individual might know as part of his or her general education,” so an “individual needs to access external sources of knowledge for solving these problems” (Brand-Gruwel & Stadtler 2011, 176). The importance of generic search and evaluation skills as part of the information problem-solving process is demonstrated by the effectiveness of the SEEK web tutor (Graesser et al. 2007; Wiley et al. 2009), a tool that supports students in solving information-based problems by encouraging the evaluation of the quality of search results and the authorship and support for claims found within specific sources. These experiments provide evidence of learning gains on some measures (Graesser et al. 2007) and greater differentiation in judgments of reliability (Wiley et al. 2009). While the findings suggest that information-seeking skills are an important part of the information problem-solving process, they also suggest that we need a better understanding of the role of content knowledge in the solving of such problems.

There is work in this area suggesting that support for generic searching and evaluation skills will be most productive when applied to an area where students have relevant domain knowledge and, vice-versa, that the application of domain knowledge to an information-based problem ought to be supported by generic instruction in the search for and evaluation of sources. Bråten et al. (2011) find that students with low content knowledge (in this case, related to climate change) are more likely to misplace their trust and less able to judge the relevance of sources. Furthermore, Kienhues et al. (2011) find that inquiry into an information-based problem is associated with the development of more advanced epistemic beliefs when students are exposed to contradictory sources of information. Other strands of research also support the move to introduce information problem solving to discipline-specific courses. Work on disciplinary literacy calls for instructors to help students think more carefully about how professionals in STEM fields locate and evaluate mathematical resources (Moje 2007; Schleppegrell 2007; Shanahan & Shanahan 2012) as part of their problem-solving process, and researchers in the information sciences also argue for the importance of locating information literacy instruction within the disciplines (Grafstein 2002; Rader 2002; Tuominen et al. 2005). This study supports that call for action by exploring the challenges that arise when information-based problems are introduced in a mathematics course.

Methodology

Context

This cross-case analysis is the product of a collaboration with teachers of terminal mathematics courses for non-STEM majors. These courses were chosen as a venue because terminal mathematics courses have more flexibility with respect to curriculum than traditional content courses and because they take the
development of their students’ quantitative literacy skills as a learning objective. The first location (“Phi University”) is a public Research I university and the course was a summer bridge class for rising freshmen from underrepresented areas of the state. The students had been directed to this course because they did not intend to pursue a STEM major, hence there was a presumption that students participating in the course would have less confidence in their mathematical abilities than the average student, and the instructor wanted to help them gain confidence in their mathematical abilities. The second location (“Rho University”) is a regional public university with popular nursing and education programs. The students enrolled in this course were belatedly fulfilling a quantitative reasoning requirement that they needed to meet in order to graduate. As reported by the instructor, most of the students in this course did not enjoy mathematics and had, therefore, postponed taking the required course as much as they were able. A plurality of students in this particular class was nursing students who tended to work with one another when given the opportunity. The third location (“Delta University”) is a public doctoral research university with popular nursing and education programs. Students from both of these programs were well represented in the class. The student composition of this course was very similar, in nature, to the course at Rho University, largely serving students who needed to fulfill the institution’s quantitative reasoning requirement before they could graduate. An overview of the three locations is provided in Table 1.

Table 1
Characteristics of the Research Sites

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>University Name / Instructor*</th>
<th>Course Name*</th>
<th>Students</th>
<th>Topics</th>
<th>Structure</th>
<th>Mathematics Content</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Phi University (research)/ Tim</td>
<td>Topics in Mathematics</td>
<td>22 entering freshman, liberal arts majors</td>
<td>gun control, marijuana legalization, single-sex education, death penalty</td>
<td>debate format</td>
<td>representing data with charts and figures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rho University (regional)/ Anne</td>
<td>Quantitative Reasoning</td>
<td>14 juniors and seniors, many prospective nursing students</td>
<td>autism and vaccination, the Mozart effect, gun control, health care reform</td>
<td>small-group discussions</td>
<td>correlation coefficients</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delta University (doctoral)/Ivan</td>
<td>Mathematics in Today’s World</td>
<td>24 juniors and seniors, many prospective nursing and education students</td>
<td>autism and vaccination, gun control, murder rate, vehicular accidents, employee prospects</td>
<td>small-group presentation</td>
<td>sampling methodologies</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*These are pseudonyms.

The three universities varied in terms of their racial/ethnic demographic breakdown, with black or African American students underrepresented at two of
the universities (Phi and Rho), and Hispanic/Latino students are underrepresented at all three locations. It was not possible to collect classroom-level demographic data, but the school-level data is presented in Table 2.

Table 2  
Racial/Ethnic Demographics at the Research Sites

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Phi University</th>
<th>Rho University</th>
<th>Delta University</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>American Indian or Alaskan Native</td>
<td>0.2%</td>
<td>0.3%</td>
<td>0.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asian</td>
<td>12.7%</td>
<td>2.6%</td>
<td>4.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black or African American</td>
<td>4.3%</td>
<td>19.3%</td>
<td>7.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanic/Latino</td>
<td>4.6%</td>
<td>4.7%</td>
<td>3.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Native Hawaiian or Pacific Islander</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>0.1%</td>
<td>0.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>61.4%</td>
<td>65.1%</td>
<td>75.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>9.9%</td>
<td>5.8%</td>
<td>7.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Resident Alien</td>
<td>6.9%</td>
<td>2.1%</td>
<td>2.0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The instructors at each of these locations were initially contacted by the author via an e-mail that briefly introduced the idea of information-based problems. After follow-up phone conversations, all three instructors welcomed the opportunity to introduce such problems into their classrooms. We met periodically as the instructors were planning their courses and, with the instructors taking the lead, established what the information-based problems would look like at each location. At Phi University, the students took part in a series of classroom debates. Each pair of students were randomly assigned to either the pro or con side of a controversial topic, and were required to conduct research in order to find support for their argument with the condition that they must include some statistical evidence. At Rho University, we developed a two-part activity where students were asked to look for articles containing a causal claim about one of two issues: the connection between vaccines and autism or the Mozart effect. They had to determine whether the sources they located included a correlation coefficient and share what they found with their peers in small groups. After those

---

1 The conjecture that an individual will perform better on mathematics tests if they listen to classical music while studying (Hetland 2000).
groups of students tried to come to a consensus about whether the causal claim was warranted, they then took part in a whole-group discussion. The students at Delta University produced small-group presentations in which they assessed the sampling methodology described in a research article that made use of inferential statistics or a scientific poll.

**The Multi-Case Analysis**

In order to investigate the role of mathematics in these information-based problems, I conducted a multi-case analysis (Stake 2013) of the three sites. The *quintain*, or the phenomenon of interest for this cross-case analysis, is the introduction of information-based problems to an undergraduate mathematics course. The data for this study includes pre- and post-activity interviews with the instructors at each of the three sites, supplementary interviews with teaching assistants and students, field notes taken while observing instruction prior to the introduction of the information-based problems, video and audio recordings of the in-class component of the activities, and copies of the work that the students submitted. Following Stake (2013), I developed themes based on my research questions that I then used as an analytical lens for the development of case reports for each of the three sites. After writing up the case reports, I cross-referenced case-specific observations (see Fig. 2 for examples relevant to the present analysis) with the themes of the larger study. This allowed me to warrant theme-based assertions which, in turn, informed the final cross-case assertions about the introduction of information-based problems to undergraduate mathematics classrooms. The cross-case assertions related to the students’ opportunities to interact with mathematical content as part of their information problem-solving process is presented below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case-Specific Observation A:</th>
<th>In the first session, students were searching for articles and then looking for a correlation coefficient within the articles, but they rarely found a correlation coefficient.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Case-Specific Observation B:</td>
<td>Students preferred to work with information resources that contained mathematics that they could understand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case Specific Observation C:</td>
<td>In the first session, the teacher prioritized the identification of a particular piece of mathematical content, the correlation coefficient, to the exclusion of any discussion of the credibility of sources.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 2.** Examples of case-specific observations from Rho University

---

2 A second activity had the students look for confidence intervals, but I will focus on the first activity for this analysis. A complete description of both activities appears in Erickson (2015).

3 A second activity at Delta University had students gather demographic data to calculate conditional probabilities of interest (e.g., post-graduation employment, gun violence statistics). A complete description of both activities appears in Erickson (2015).

4 See Erickson (2015) for a complete cross-case analysis including individual case reports.
The teachers with whom I collaborated were taking on a unique challenge when they decided to introduce information-based problems to their mathematics classroom. While they agreed that their students would benefit from an opportunity to engage in information problem solving, they had to continue to teach their students mathematics through these problems. While I explained the information literacy framework and provided the teachers with resources to support their students’ information-seeking, I intentionally let the teachers decide how they wanted to introduce the concepts at stake and the teachers at each of the three locations approached the challenge in distinct ways. In order to describe the role that mathematical work played in these problems, I employ the academic task construct as originated by Doyle and Carter (1984) and developed in the mathematics education context by Herbst (2006). Tasks are “situational structures that organize and direct thought and action” (Doyle & Carter 1984, 130) in which the structuring of classroom work is described as a set of operations employed on a set of resources in order to achieve a previously specified product. Herbst (2006) further draws on Brousseau (1997) to distinguish the mathematical problem on which the task is centered from the way in which students engage with the problem. As such, I will use the term task to refer to the entire activity structure that centers on the information-based problems created by the three instructors.

As we shall see, the task perspective helps distinguish the role and nature of the mathematical content in the implementation of the information-based problems. This finding addresses the first research question (“What are possible roles for mathematical content in an information-based problem that has been introduced into a quantitative literacy-focused mathematics class?”) by providing a set of examples of how mathematical content can be incorporated in information-based problems. Furthermore, the academic task framework operates with the cross-case analysis to address the second research question (“What tensions do teachers have to navigate when balancing information problem-solving goals and quantitative literacy goals?”) by providing the means to highlight the points at which the two types of desired outcomes come into conflict with one another. Those results are derived from an analysis of the respective tasks as well as my observations of the students’ actual work in each classroom.

**Results**

By allowing teachers to develop information-based problems best suited to their classrooms and instructional goals, I was able to study and contrast three very different types of information-based activities. The variation across sites helped inform my development of a theory about the range of ways that mathematical
content knowledge aligns with information literacy practices in such settings. I will begin with a general description of each of the three cases before describing the role that mathematics plays in the operations, resources, and products that together formed the tasks in which the students were engaged. These results allowed me to develop three cross-case observations about the tensions that arise when mathematical content and information literacy work in tandem. I present the three tensions at the end of this section.

**Phi University: An Independent Mathematical Task**

The mathematical component of the debates at Phi University almost functioned as a freestanding task of its own. Tim decided that his students would provide a statistical chart or diagram (e.g., bar graphs, histograms, pie charts) as part of their argument:

> I made the decision at some point that I didn’t want them to just download graphics off the Internet because I was worried that if they did that, they would download a bunch of fancy graphics that they didn’t really quite comprehend and then it would be too much information for anybody in the audience to comprehend too. And so I figured the way around that is that I would have them do it, they read the section on how to present data, that’s section two of that chapter, how to present data, ideas on how to present data, and so let’s make them do it. I think that was a good decision. (Tim, Session 131408, Lines 73–79)

I refer to the creation of these graphics as an *almost* freestanding task because the creation of the graphics could have been an entirely distinct task from the debate except that the students still had to seek out the sources containing the statistics that would inform their visuals. Thus, the overlap between information literacy and quantitative literacy for this activity was centered on the need to find resources that could be used to create a graphic. We will see that this resulted in some tension for the students and instructor that might not exist if the resources had been provided for the students, as would be the norm for such an activity in a mathematics classroom. Using the language of academic tasks, the operations that were part of the debate task (e.g., using a search engine, scanning search results) provided the resources that would be used to realize the mathematical task (i.e., the creation of the graphics).

While the students had to present these visuals as part of the debate activity, the mathematical task could exist independently of its role in the debate as long as equivalent resources were made available. Conversely, a debate could have taken place without students having to create and make use of such charts or graphs. Nonetheless, by introducing this mathematical task, Tim was able to simultaneously avoid the introduction of graphics that would be too difficult for his students to interpret and to create a relatively well-defined mathematical task within the larger information problem-solving task, which he would subsequently be in a better position to appraise as mathematical work.
Rho University: Mathematical Content as a Marker of Credibility

At Rho University, Anne had her students seek out multiple information sources that addressed a driving question. Most students investigated whether there is evidence of a causal connection between vaccinations and autism, while the remaining students investigated the Mozart effect, or the claim that listening to classical music the night before a mathematics test will result in improved performance (Hetland 2000). She also created a mathematical task that was part of a larger information problem-solving task, but in this case the mathematical work was tied to the students’ credibility assessment. Specifically, Anne described the presence of a correlation coefficient as a marker of whether a student should trust any claims made about a correlation between two variables. As was the case at Phi University, the students at Rho were to submit a product that included the mathematical work (i.e., the identification and interpretation of a correlation coefficient) alongside information problem-solving work that did not necessarily draw on the mathematical content that students were learning. That said, this activity was not an independent mathematical task because the presence (or lack) of this mathematical content was being presented as an important part of how students were to assess source credibility. Hence, the student’s mathematical content knowledge became part of the process of seeking out and evaluating information sources.

Delta University: Evaluating a Source’s Statistical Claims

The activity at Delta University as developed by Ivan was structurally similar to the mathematical sub-task at Phi University in that the students had to first find a source they would then use as the object of their mathematical work. The product at Delta University was the students’ analysis of the sampling strategy used by the scientific poll or research article that they found. Thus, they were being asked to do more than simply seek out and recognize mathematical/statistical content; rather they were being asked to evaluate one part of the statistical analysis used by their source. The result of their evaluation could then be used to determine how much credibility to grant the source. In a sense, Ivan was going one step further than Anne in order to tie his students’ quantitative literacy skills to the information problem-solving process. Whereas Anne stated that the seeking out and identification of a correlation coefficient is a necessary part of the credibility assessment of relevant quantitative claims, Ivan suggested that the credibility of statistical claims requires the reader to analyze at least some parts of the experimental design used to establish the claims in the first place.
Taxonomies of the Mathematical Tasks

In each of the three cases, the students had to locate outside sources of information, but their requirements differed in several crucial ways, each of which can be linked to one of the three elements of an academic task: resources, operations, and the product (Doyle & Carter 1984).

Resources. A defining feature of information-based problems is that students are given the opportunity to seek out sources of information on their own. In such a context, resources include both the information sources (e.g., newspaper and journal articles, blogs, government statistics) and the mechanisms through which those information sources are sought out. For example, in all three cases, students primarily made use of the Google search engine to find information sources, although there were exceptions, such as a group of nursing students at Rho University who made use of articles from their major courses as part of their exploration of the vaccines/autism debate. I will address how the teachers’ framing of the information-based problems influenced the resources available to the students, leaving the students’ credibility assessment of those resources for the next section.

The instructions for these information-based problems limited the students’ gathering of information sources in ways that might not be immediately obvious. At Phi University, students were looking for information that supported their side of a debate, so they generally sought out editorials and blog posts that argued for a particular perspective. They would look through different information sources that supported their position until they found at least one that used data as part of its argument so that they could use that data to create the chart or graph that was required by the assignment. This course of action suggests that they were not focused on assessing the credibility of the sources they encountered. This potential disregard for credibility was further corroborated by the fact that the only reason the students provided for disregarding a source was when they could not understand the mathematical content enough to make use of it as a tool for convincing their peers.

At Rho University, the students collected more information sources than those at Phi University and were not required to engage with mathematical content to the same degree because Anne had only asked her students to identify whether or not a correlation coefficient was present. Unfortunately, most of the students found information sources that did not contain correlation coefficients, thus driving the conclusion that there were simply not very many credible information sources.

Delta University differed most dramatically from the other two cases in terms of the amount of information sources collected. Students were asked to evaluate the sampling methodology used by a poll, so they only needed to find a single
information source. As at Phi University, there were many cases where students moved on from an information source because they did not feel comfortable evaluating mathematical claims that were too complicated for them to understand, but they all looked at two or three articles at most.

**Operations.** Looking across these academic tasks, the students engaged in a number of operations specific to information seeking: they sought out information via the Internet, engaged in credibility assessment, justified their choices, and presented the results to their peers. Indeed, the information-seeking operations available to the students were unconstrained by any of the instructors. The students were free to locate information sources however they saw fit. In practice, as reflected in the description of resources above, this meant that they were primarily choosing terms to enter into the search engine and choosing information sources based on the summaries found in the search results. This pattern of activity is consistent with current research on the information-seeking behavior of college students (Head 2013). While I am primarily concerned here with outlining the tasks and the opportunities that they provided for the students to learn, there were some important differences in behavior between cases based on the students’ goals. Namely, at Delta University the students would tend to seek out one or two information sources and then proceed to analyze the source as per the task requirements whereas the students at Phi and Rho University sought out a number of sources in order to support their side of the argument, in the former case, or to learn more about the topic in question, in the latter case.

The use of mathematics, on the other hand, was quite a bit more varied across the locations. At Phi University, students were primarily collecting information that would be used to buttress the argument they planned to make as part of the debate, so they needed to create some type of chart or graph that could be presented to their peers. This activity did not generally involve much, if any, computation because they were not analyzing raw data; rather they were generally taking data that was already presented in tabular form and turning it into an appropriate graph. At Rho University, the students had been asked to choose the sources that they deemed most credible, to explain why they found the sources credible, and to discuss those sources with a small group of their peers. Accordingly, they engaged in less mathematical work than the students at Phi University. In fact, the correlation coefficient that they were seeking out was most often missing from the information sources that they located. At Delta University, the students had to engage in much more complex quantitative analysis relative to the other two cases. They had to provide a critique of the sampling methodology of their information source which included assessing the appropriateness of the sample size and whether the approach would produce a representative sample.
**Product.** The students at Phi University presented their peers with a fully formed argument for their assigned side of a controversial issue. This had to include some mathematical content: a statistical chart or graph (e.g., pie charts, bar graphs, histograms). These charts and graphs were only one part of what they presented as they participated in the debate. They were allowed and even encouraged to make entirely non-mathematical arguments as well, but all of the students had to include at least one visual representation of statistics as part of their argument. They also had to interpret the chart or graph for their audience, so the audience was treated to a demonstration of how to interpret a statistical graph as part of each presentation. Notably, this type of interpretive activity is an important component of Gal’s (2002) statistical literacy model.

At Rho University, the product was a written account of whether and why the students found their chosen information sources to be credible. They also engaged in a discussion with a small group of their peers in which the entire group was asked to come to a consensus about which information sources were the most credible or to explain why they were unable to agree. While the students could choose any criterion for credibility, they needed to address whether a given source contained a correlation coefficient as part of their assessment. The teacher had already established that the presence of such a mathematical object was an important marker of credibility (she framed this as a need for researchers to “show their work”), so the presence, or absence thereof, figured prominently in the students’ writings and in their conversations with one another. Unfortunately, the correlation coefficients were missing from the students’ articles more often than not, so their peers were not actually being exposed to mathematical content as part of the product of the activity.

At Delta University, the product of the activity was much more heavily focused on presenting a mathematical argument than at either of the other two locations. The students presented a description and critique of a sampling strategy, so the presentation always contained some evidence of mathematical work. This requirement also meant that the teacher had an opportunity to encounter student misconceptions and mistakes. We shall see more about this result as I present three tensions between the quantitative literacy and information literacy aspects of the cases.

**First Tension: A “Successful” Activity vs. Deeper Mathematical Work**

As outlined above, the students at Delta University engaged in much more mathematical work than the students at Phi and Rho University. Ironically, those latter activities were felt to be very successful by Tim and Anne, while Ivan expressed some frustration with the results of his activity. Upon further questioning, Ivan’s dissatisfaction was largely a side effect of a positive
development; the presentations had afforded Ivan the opportunity to observe gaps in his students’ knowledge of basic statistical concepts, an opportunity that did not exist at either of the other two locations, at least not to the same extent. In a subsequent interview with Ivan, he expressed satisfaction that he was able to discover that those students did not fully understand some of the more basic statistical concepts that he had been trying to teach them and said that he would incorporate a similar activity into future iterations of the course in order to discover whether students could apply what they were learning to real-world scenarios.

The fact that neither Tim nor Anne experienced such frustration does not mean that their students had greater content mastery. While the activities they created required the students to represent and/or recognize mathematical content, the students did not have to engage in the sort of problem solving required for Ivan’s class. Hence, there were fewer opportunities for students to demonstrate whether they actually understood the mathematical content at stake. Recognizing the presence of a correlation coefficient is different than interpreting or using it.

There is a fundamental tension here that is inherent in any mathematical activity that involves the practice of information literacy. The information literacy process calls for students to seek out multiple information sources and to efficiently categorize them according to their credibility along with the extent to which they corroborate one another. The more a student engages with that process, the less time a student has to carefully analyze the mathematics underlying any specific quantitative claims contained therein.

**Second Tension: Mathematical Knowledge as Invitation and Barrier**

The relationship between the students’ mathematical knowledge and the assessment of their sources’ credibility operated in two somewhat contradictory directions. Notably, both of these relationships were observed in all three cases. First, when the students were not asked to engage with or critique the mathematics in question, then the presence of mathematical content only served as a superficial marker of credibility. This was most clearly seen at Rho University where students, after being told to look for the presence of a correlation coefficient, judged that articles without a correlation coefficient could not be as credible as those that had one. This sentiment also could be seen as students gathered information for their debates at Phi University as can be seen in Adelle’s statement:

[The article] had a bunch of numbers and things. I just couldn’t decipher it very easily. But [it is] really good if you want to throw a bunch of facts in somebody’s face. (Adelle, First Session, First Group, Session 140602, Lines 130–134)

Adelle sees the presence of mathematics as a useful tool for making an
argument even in the absence of personal understanding.

On the other hand, if a source contained mathematics that the students did not understand, then they might not use that source. This point may appear obvious, but it serves as an important caveat for any instructor who gives students freedom to locate sources on their own and also exists in tension with the previous observation. One of the teaching assistants described their concerns as they observed this phenomenon in the classroom:

I wish we had done more on stats because ... I don’t think even if they did find like a great resource, I don’t think they were really able to fully extract the math from it because they didn’t understand a lot of the math that it contained. (Rita, Session 130901, Lines 88–92)

Another teacher expressed concern that students’ discomfort in the face of more sophisticated mathematical content could lead students away from precisely those information sources that experts would generally deem to be the most credible. This concern reflects a fundamental tension that cannot be easily resolved between the increasing level of expertise that supplies the grounds for treating one source as more credible than another and the decreasing likelihood that a reader will have the expertise to interrogate the mathematics involved in the author’s arguments.

**Third Tension: Critical Stance as an Ill-Defined Learning Goal**

This is what numeracy or math literacy is about. First and foremost, being able to see numbers and graphs and tables and it should make sense. If it doesn’t make sense then something should immediately click that says “something fishy going on here.”—that critical sense, or appraisal. (Ivan, Session 140414, Lines 147–150)

This quote is from the instructor at Delta University describing what he hoped his students would take away from his management of the information-based activity. His primary concern as each group presented their work was that the students (both those in the presenting group and those in the audience) recognize when quantitative claims were not supported by the data that they brought to the issue at stake. The teachers at the other two sites also prioritized their students’ development of a critical stance toward quantitative claims, but they operationalized this in distinct ways. For example, Tim at Phi University presented statistics as a tool for convincing other people while noting that others might misuse statistics in service of their own arguments and that students should guard against this. Hence, in his classroom, a critical stance meant adopting a disposition to question the motives of those who furnish quantitative claims. At Rho University, Anne encouraged her students to question the credibility of sources that failed to include mathematical support (such as a correlation coefficient) for quantitative claims. This approach differs from Phi University and
Rho University due to its focus on a piece of mathematical content as an arbiter of credibility rather than the argument as a whole or on the motivations behind those providing the argument.

As observed in each of these cases, the instructors all wanted their students to be more critical consumers of quantitative claims as they left their classrooms, but there was no evidence of a shared understanding of what it meant to be critical. Should students recognize that statistics could be manipulated to support anyone’s agenda? Should they recognize whether an author is providing the mathematical information necessary to support a quantitative claim? Or should they be able to analyze the methodology employed to generate a quantitative claim and recognize when a conclusion is not actually supported by the data? Each question reflects a distinct conception of what it means to be a critical consumer of information. This is not to say that a shared understanding could not be uncovered through further investigation. For example, Frankenstein’s definition of critical mathematical literacy—“the ability to ask basic statistical questions in order to deepen one’s appreciation of particular issues” and “the ability to present data to change people’s perceptions of those issues” (1990, 336)—could comfortably encompass all of these teachers’ approaches.

Discussion and Conclusion

I present the tensions introduced by these information problem-solving tasks not to suggest that such instruction is inevitably compromised, but rather to help teachers develop information-based problems with a logic of instruction that leads to clearly articulated learning objectives. In what follows, I will only address the first two tensions described above as I explore the students’ development of a critical stance elsewhere (see Erickson 2018).

Can deeper engagement with mathematical content coexist with a project that engages the full information problem-solving process? As students make use of a greater number of sources, the likelihood grows that their analysis of the justification for specific quantitative claims will be superficial if not absent entirely. It may be the case that taking the time to fully engage students in the information problem-solving process will eclipse some mathematical content. It is helpful to recall that similar trade-offs often have to be made as mathematics curriculum evolves over time. It used to be the case that students had to learn to use tables and slide rules to calculate values of logarithms, but such a use of class time is no longer considered productive with the advent of scientific calculators (Tobin 1998). Similarly, if a mathematics teacher wants students to realistically approximate the information problem-solving process, this development may be grounds for a greater focus on locating relevant epistemic communities rather than sticking to mathematical problem solving as it is usually conceived.
Focusing on the information problem-solving process also highlights the complicated role of mathematical knowledge in these situations. It may be helpful to focus on what a teacher would not want students to do as they seek out and make use of relevant information. It would be problematic if students were to avoid authoritative information sources because they felt that they could not adequately understand the mathematical or statistical argument contained in such a source. It would be equally problematic if students were to employ an information source as support for their own argument simply because it used impenetrable technical language that they felt would intimidate others. We can begin to address such questions by looking at how academics and researchers approach the information problem-solving process. Work in this area suggests that productive activities might include surveying multiple sources of information, seeking out consensus, and assessing the professional standing of those that advocate for the different sides of an issue (Walraven et al. 2008). Students could approximate these activities. At the same time, mathematical content knowledge is sometimes crucial for understanding the content of a claim in the first place, and if we broadly construe mathematical knowledge to include a greater understanding of the way in which knowledge is created and validated in the field, then that knowledge also helps students evaluate the credibility of different information sources.

While we know that content knowledge facilitates information seeking (Bråten et al. 2011), we still need to develop a better understanding of how to teach students to incorporate their content knowledge into the information problem-solving process. This work begins that process in the context of quantitative literacy instruction while highlighting tensions at work in the implementation of information-based problems that may be applicable to teachers in other content fields.
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